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ABSTRACT
Dot – matrix plots are widely used for similarity analysis of biological sequences. Many algorithms and
computer software tools have been developed for this purpose. Two dot-matrix comparison methods have been
developed for analysis of large sequences. The methods initially locate similarity regions between two
sequences using a fast word search algorithm, followed with an explicit comparison on these regions. The
methods produce high quality dot-matrix plots with low background noise. Space requirements are linear, so the
algorithms can be used for comparison of genome size sequences.
Simple sequence repeats(SSR) or micro-satellites are becoming standard DNA markers for plant genome
analysis and are being used as markers in marker assisted breeding.De novo generation of micro-satellite
markers through laboratory-based screening of SSR-enriched genomic libraries is highly time consuming and
expensive. A tandem repeat in DNA is two or more adjacent, approximate copies of a pattern of nucleotides.
Tandem Repeats Finder is a program “to locate and display tandem reports in DNA sequences”. In order to
use the program, the user submits a sequence in FASTA format.
Keywords: Dot – Plots and Scoring Matrices, Importance of scoring matrices, Similarity versus Distance,
Similarity Versus Homology, Global Versus Local Similarity, Simple Sequence Repeats(SSR’s)
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the structure, function and evolution of genes is one of the main goals of genome sequencing
projects.Classically,gene function has been investigated experimentally through the analysis of homologous
sequences has proved to be a very efficient approach to study gene function (this approach has been coined
‘comparative genomic’ or ‘phylogenomics’.For more than three billion years, genomes have continuously
undergone mutations.Globally,advantageous mutations are very rare, and hence residues that are poorly
conserved during evolution generally correspond to regions that are weakly constrained by selection.
Thus, studying mutation patterns through the analysis of homologous sequences is useful not only to
study evolutionary relationships between sequences, but also to identify structural or functional constraints on
sequences consists of trying to place residues(nucleotides or amino acids)in columns that derive from a common
ancestral residue. The best alignment will be the one that represents the most likely be used to provide reliable
alignments.
SCOPE OF THE PAPER
The scoring matrices solve the analysis of sequence comparision.The choice of the matrix(model used to
build the matrix) can strongly influence the outcome of the analysis. The biological equivalence of a scoring
matrix is an implicit particular theory or evolution. This method utilizes the dot plot for sequence comparision.It
finds out the simple sequence repeat in nucleotide sequence. It also finds out the repeats present in the genome
of soyabean.
Dot – Plots and Scoring Matrices
Dot plots are used to visually compare two sequences and detect of regions of close similarity between
them.At every point where the two sequences are identical, a dot is placed. To detect more detect distant
similarities, it may be better to use much larger window(i.e.20,30,or even 50 bases) and some suitable
percentage of identities(perhaps 50%)
Scoring matrices: construction and analysis
We shall use the following notation for this discussion:



A is the alphabet,
A * is the set of all finite sequences of characters from,A
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 a,b,cc are variabless denoting inddividual characcters,
 s,t,u,,v are variablees denoting seequences from
m,A
 |s| deenotes the lenggth of the sequuence s(in chaaracters).
Too address subsequence’s annd individual characters
c
in a sequence s,w
we mark the bboundaries beetween the
characterrs of s by num
mbers, as show
wn here for s: ACCTGA
A
0A1C2C3T4G5A6

Thhe simplest notion
n
of distaance is the Hamming
H
distaance: for two sequences off equal length
h, we just
count thee character possitions in whicch they differ.
AATA
For example
CATG
GTA
TGC
TAAT
Sequences
ATA
AGC
CATA
3
Hamming disstance(s,t)
1
2
Thhis distance mensure
m
is very useful in some
s
cases, but it not flexiible enough.F
First,the sequeences may
have diffferent length and
a second, thhere is generally no fixed co
orrespondencee between theiir character po
ositions.
Siince the probllem is symmeetrical, an inssertion in u caan be seen ass a deletion inn v and vice versa. An
alignmennt of two sequuences u and v is an arrangeement of u and
d v by positionn, where u and v can be pad
dded with
gap symbbols to achieve the same lenngth:
u: AGCACAC--A or AG-CA
ACACA
v: A-CACACT
TA or ACACA
ACT-A
Importance of scoring matrices



neral solved by
b using scorinng matrices.
All analysis innvolving sequuence compariison are in gen
The choice of
o matrix (moodel used to build the maatrix) can stroongly influencce the outcom
me of the
analysis.
 The biologicaal equivalencee of a scoring matrix
m
is an im
mplicit particuular theory or evolution.
Similaritty versus Disttance
1. Elem
ments of the matrices
m
speciffy the weight to
t assign a givven comparisoon by:
 The cost of replacing one
o residue with
w another(diistance); or
r
 A measuure of the simillarity for the replacement.
2. Simiilarity is used for database searching.
s
3. Distaance is more applicable
a
forr phylogeneticc tree reconstruuction.
4. Maxximizing a sim
milarity is funddamentally thee same as minnimizing a disttance.
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Similarity Versus Homology
A database search is frequently, but incorrectly, referred to as homology searching. The term homology
implies a common evolutionary relationship between two traits-whether they are DNA sequences or bristly
patterns on a fly’s nose .A very high level of similarity is a strong indication of homology.
Global Versus Local Similarity
Global algorithms are not sensitive for highly diverged sequences, a better (and faster)method focuses on short
regions of “local” similarity. The three most widely used local similarity algorithms are:SmithWaterman,BLAST and FASTA.The Smith-Waterman algorithm is a rigorous “dynamic programming”
approach that does not make use of heuristic shortcuts.
FASTA(developed by Lipman and Pearson in 1985),considers exact matches between short sub strings,
for a given parameter.FASTA uses the dynamic-programming algorithm to compute optimal alignments.
BLAST(developed by Altschul et al.in 1990),is another heuristic based on a similar idea. BLAST focuses
on no-gap alignments of a certain, fixed length. Rather than requiring exact matches, BLAST uses a scoring
function to measure similarity(rather than distance).
Simple Sequence Repeats(SSR’s)
Simple Sequence Repeats DNA(SSR),also known as micro satellite DNA,is composed of non-coding,
repetitive nucleotide sequences abundantly distributed throughout eukaryotic genomes. Motifs of SSR’s are
2,3 or 4 nucleotides and these motifs are tandemly repeated many times in nucleotide sequences. The number
repetitive motifs is very variable not only between species, but even between closely related individuals.
Because SSR polymorphism often exhibits a codominant Mendelian inheritance.
“TANDEM REPEATS FINDER”(trf)
A tandem repeat in DNA is two or more adjacent, approximate copies of a pattern of nucleotides.
Tandem Repeats Finder is a program(G.Benson,NucleicAcidResearch(1999)vol.27.)”to locate and display
tandem repeats in DNA sequences”.
Types of Tandem repeats finder:
The types are been programmed under the conditions, such as the type of user, the parameter like
errors,gaps,copy numbers, Maximum and minimum period size, Flanking and Masked sequences, Alignment
Parameters(match, mismatch and indels)and Data file etc.,
CONCLUSION
Searching for the best alignment consists of finding the one that represents the most likely evolutionary
scenario(substitutions, insertion and deletion).Different alignment algorithms have been developed, but none of
them is ideal. Because of time and memory requirements algorithms that guarantee to find the best alignment for
a given evolutionary model can be used in practice only with a very limited number of short sequences.
Therefore non-optimal algorithms based on heuristics have been proposed to gain speed and limit memory
requirements.
These methods produce high quality dot-matrix plots with low background noise. Space requirements are
linear, so the algorithms can be used for comparison of genome size sequences. Computing speed may be
affected by highly repetitive sequence structures of eukaryote genomes. A dot-matrix plot of yeast genome(12
Mb)with both strands was generated in 80 s with a 1 GHz personal computer.
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